STATION ROAD, UPHALL

BOARD 3 - KEY ISSUES

Public Transport Connections & Enhancements

Sustainability

RAIL - The proposed site is adjacent to Uphall Rail Station, providing a frequent
service east to Edinburgh (20 mins) and west to Glasgow (1hr). The proposal
includes a new park and ride car park with quick pedestrian access via the
existing lit Core Path and M8 underpass. The car park is planned to provide
c.250 spaces and ease pressure on the existing Uphall Station car park.

The proposal seeks to create new homes capable of being accessed via excellent
public transport connections which are made attractive to use. Alongside the
proposed park and ride car park for Uphall Station (which will include electric
vehicle charging points), a hub for cyclists is planned adjacent to the Core Path.
This will provide local changing facilities, cycle storage and local cafe/workspace
in close proximity to the Station.

BUS - An existing bus route (X24 Livingston-Uphall-Broxburn) adjoins the site
on Station Road which also provides connections to direct Edinburgh services.
CYCLE/WALK - The adjoining Core Path WL17 (Uphall to East Calder)
provides a safe,lit,cycle and walking route to local services in Uphall,Uphall Station
and Livingston. Improvements are proposed in the vicinity of the underpass to
create an attractive route.

The proposal includes solar voltaic panels to be located on Stankards Bing to
provide a renewable energy source for the proposed development.
Greenspace will be created within the site, linking to existing woodland and the
Beugh Burn corridor. Upgraded path links across the Bing will enhance access.

Figure 7 - Uphall Station

Figure 8 - Solar Array

Landscape/Countryside Belt

Placemaking

Whilst the site is currently zoned within the Countryside Belt in the West
Lothian Local Development Plan, the site is not subject to any specific landscape
or historic environment restrictive designations. The existing business park
already places built development in this countryside corridor and the proposal
would retain woodland boundaries and not extend housing towards Uphall.

The Station Road proposal will form a sustainable development with a range of
housing (detached, semi-detached and terraced homes plus apartments) with a
mix of private sale, private rent and affordable tenures to be provided.

Both parts of the site were historically used for shale oil deposits and have been
restored over the years to rough pasture so no prime agricultural land will be
lost.
The proposed housing development will be well enclosed by existing woodland
while the proposed solar panels on Stankards Bing will also be enclosed by
existing woodland with additional planting where necessary.

Figure 9 - Existing mature woodland on site boundary

Sustainable transport connections will be provided alongside a community hub
with ground-floor retail/commercial space beneath apartments fronting new
greenspace. This will provide opportunities for a new bike hub, a local shop,
cafe and workspace hub for home-workers in the new housing.
Local services at Uphall including Uphall Primary School can be safely accessed
via the Core Path with Broxburn Academy within a short bus journey.
A safe, attractive environment can be created with excellent connectivity.

Figure 10 - Creating a new community

